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Phyllis Macfarlane
Life-long Market Researcher
Phyllis is a life-long Market Researcher – starting her career
as Assistant Statistician, and culminating as MD of GfK NOP,
one of the UK’s largest MR Companies.
Her key interests as a researcher are international, B2B, Market
Measurement and Customer Satisfaction Research. Her current
main pre-occupation is training – ensuring that the next
generation of Market Researchers is ready for the opportunities
and challenges ahead – particularly those in developing Markets
who do not have the same opportunities for education as their
colleagues in Developed Markets.
Now working in GfK’s global organisation, from 2011-2014 she was
Project Manager for GfK’s CSR initiative: ‘Training in Africa’ – where
the GfK Verein funded Masters degrees and Interviewer Training
in Kenya, South Africa, Nigeria and Ghana, to improve the quality
of MR in Africa. From 2014 she has continued training students
enrolled in Market Research education courses which are part of
the GfK Verein University Cooperation programme, including the
Masters in Marketing at the University of Nairobi, and courses in
Beijung and Shanghai.
Phyllis is currently a Board member the UK Market Research
Society (MRS), and Treasurer of the ESOMAR Foundation. She
was joint winner of the 2008 ESOMAR Excellence Award for
her paper with Mike Cooke: ‘Training the Next Generation: it’s
Market Research but not as we know it’. She has a B.Sc Hons in
Mathematics from University College London, and is a Fellow of
the MRS.
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Pervin Olgun
Founder and Chairperson Barem Research,
Turkey
Pervin Olgun founded Barem in 1982 as the third research
agency of Turkey, dedicating her career to the establishment
and growth of the industry.
She took the pioneering role in institutionalizing academic MR
principles and quality systems; initiated and lectured trainings in
collaboration with Turkish Marketing & Opinion Research Association
(TUAD). In various periods, she served ESOMAR as country
representative for more than 10 years; acted as board member and
head of ethical committee of TUAD. Pervin is elected as a member of
ESOMAR Council for 2015-2016.
Pervin started local initiative in setting up sector quality standards;
together with the prominent global and local companies signed the
‘Declaration of Turkish Quality Movement’ in 2004. Barem was the
first to acquire ISO 20252 in Turkey and one of the leading agencies
in the world. She locally promoted ISO 20252 which recently
became a must for TUAD corporate membership; and promoted
ESOMAR which is now a prerequisite to public tenders. Received
the first ‘European Foundation for Quality Management 4*’ award in
2007-the first MR agency in the world- followed by 5*award in 2009;
and by ‘National Quality Prize’ in 2010.
She gained global MR experience during 15 years of Research
International membership and her ongoing 5 years presence in
WIN-GIA. She actively took role in social responsibility projects,
has many years of experience as board member in leading NGO’s;
TUAD, TEMA (The Turkish Foundation for Combating Soil Erosion,
for Reforestation and the Protection of Natural Habitats) and IAA
(International Advertising Association)
A mother of 3 sons, Pervin Olgun studied Mathematics and Statistics,
was awarded by a scholarship by CENTO to University of London
for postgraduate studies on statistics. Having received her associate
professorship degree in Trakya University, she worked as Head of
Statistics Discipline for 10 years, developed several mathematical
models in bio-statistics. She is actively working as the Chairman of
Barem, one of Turkey’s biggest research agencies.
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Meltem Karahan
Director, Consumer Insights at P&G
I joined P&G after graduating from Bogazici University in Istanbul,
with BSc degree in Industrial Engineering.
I started my career in the UK with a training assignment in
Market Research Department. I learned about research tools and
techniques as well as their applications. Part of my training was with
a research supplier doing door-to-door interviews to experience
how respondents reacted to different types and lengths of
questionnaires.
Completing the training assignment in the UK, I returned to Turkey
and established P&G’s Market Research organization and practices
there. I assessed the fit and relevancy of our product categories
for this market which was a new expansion area for P&G. I also
generated local consumer insights and launched new research
methods to measure the effectives of our communication..
I then moved to the USA and led consumer research efforts for
our laundry category. While there, I also worked on developing
global guidelines for new market entry strategies, highlighting the
importance of understanding the local consumers , their habits and
social/cultural systems impacting on their lives.
As P&G expanded in Central, Eastern Europe, Middle East and
Africa, I moved back to Europe and held regional responsibilities to
support our expansions and launches in the CEEMEA region. I led
market research efforts for some of our very successful launches
such as, Head & Shoulders shampoo and Fairy Dishwashing Liquid in
Turkey, Olay Beauty Care in Russia, Ariel Laundry Detergent in Kenya
and South Africa. Finally, I led development of global consumer
strategies and insights for Duracell Batteries where key focus has
been to grow Duracell in Asia and Latin America, building on a very
successful business in North America and Europe.
Over 25+ years of career history, I had the opportunity to meet
consumers all around the world and enjoyed working with many
valuable research supplier partners.
I am currently based in Switzerland. I am married and have 2
children, aged 22 and 18.
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Dr. Jasper Grosskurt
MD, Research Solutions Africa Ltd
MSc in International Economic Studies and PhD in Integrated
Assessment, both from Maastricht University.
Jasper is also a fellow at the African Studies Centre in Leiden, the
Netherlands, has served as secretary, chairman, regular council
member and member of the Ethics Committee of MSRA (Kenya’s
Marketing and Social Research Association), serves as a mentor to
students and start-up companies in Kenya, hosts network events
for businesses and investors as advisor for VC4Africa and trains
entrepreneurs on customer discovery.
Jasper also is a member of ESOMAR, PAMRO and ESK.

